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Export Luanda

GHANA Project Malabo Project

WORLD SHIPPING OFFICES:BEIJING, TIANJIN, SHANGHAI, QINGDAO, HOUSTON

Export WORKER CAMP AND PREFABRICATED HOUSE to UMM QASR

Export SCR ELECTRONIC CONTROL HOUSE  to DAMMAM

Export VALVE to CONSTRUCTION SITE IN TURKEY

 Import GAS TURBINE GENERATOR Project

In Jan, 2014, We successfully
shipped 64 pieces Worker Camp

and Prefabricated Houses and spare
parts with at all 7561CBM from
Xingang to UMM QASR, Iraq.

Dimension of each item is
10900x3150x3050mm (LxWxH)
and a weight of 10500kgs. The
whole shipment could be loaded
and shipped in record time under

the coordination of our team.
Perfect coordination was one more

time the key-point for this
successful shipment!

The activities of Chinese
companies in Africa are keep
increasing. In the first half
year of 2014 our Tianjin

office shipped 12x20’GP and
22x40’HC from Xingang to

Tema for the project in
Ghana.

Another impressive
shipment was successfully

arranged by World Shipping
in March: our office in

Beijing moved equipment
from Shanghai to

ISKENDERUN under DDP
terms by Break Bulk vessel.
Our agent in Turkey handled
the customs clearance and

delivered the goods to
construction site at Ardahan

Turkey.

Since beginning of 2011
World Shipping is exporting
electrical appliances for one
of our major clients.In May,
2014 our Qingdao office
export 13x40’HC from
Qingdao, Shanghai and
Shekou to Luanda. Perfect
coordination is the corner-
stone for our business,
especially when cargo from
different origins needs to be
shipped to the same
destination.

As part of a long-term
cooperation with one of our

clients in Shandong
Province, World Shipping

was exporting construction
material to Malabo in May,
2014. This project lasting
for 2 years. We shipped

9x40’HQ for this shipment.

Our Tianjin office successfully export 22x40’HC to
Trofimovsky station last year. In 2014, we could again
provide our unique services to our VIP clients by
exporting 17x40’HC from Tianjin, Shanghai and Dalian
railway station to Russia Trofimovsky station. The railway
transport from China to Russia are increasing recent
year. Our focus are project shipment from China.

 

In Feb, 2014, World Shipping's
Beijing office handled an export of

electronic control house from
Xingang to Dammam, Saudi Arabia,

which include one item of break
bulk cargo with a weight of 37 tons.
Left and right you can see some of

the cargo in the terminal and
loaded on board. All activities were
supervised by our port operators to
ensure correct and speedy handling

In Jan, 2014, World Shipping's Shanghai
office moved ca.3850 CBM of Gas Turbine

Generator Project on bulk-vessel from
Houston to Zhangjiagang. In order to

ensure proper handling and timely delivery
our great team in Houston (World

Shipping Project Services) worked closely
with the manufacturer and trucker, who

arranged the pre-carriage from three
different warehouses for all 285 packages
within three days, which include 27 over

size truck load and 9 legal truck load.

Railway Project to Russia
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